Abstract. In the spirit of the Ax-Kochen-Ershov principle, we show that in certain cases the burden of a Henselian valued field can be computed in terms of the burden of its residue field and that of its value group. To do so, we first see that the burden of such a field is equal to the burden of its RV-sort. These results are generalizations of Chernikov and Simon's work in [CS16] .
The aim of this paper is to give partial generalizations of Chernikov and Simon's results. In the first two sections, we will introduce the concepts of burden and RV-sort and show some preliminary results. In the third section, we will prove the main theorem: let K be a Henselian valued field of characteristic (0, p), p ≥ 0. The burden of K is equal to the burden of the RV-sorts of K (see Theorem 3.1). In Sections 4 and 5, we will compute the burden of RV in terms of the burdens of Γ and k in two different contexts: In equicharacteristic zero, assuming RV ⋆ /(RV ⋆ ) p is finite for every prime p, the burden of RV (and thus of K) is equal to the maximum of the burdens of the value group and of the residue field (see Section 4, Theorem 4.6). In unramified mixed-characteristic, assuming k is perfect, the burden of RV is equal to max(ℵ 0 · bdn(k), bdn(Γ)) (see Section 5, Theorem 5.9). In particular, the ring of Witt vectors W (F alg p ) is not strong.
Preliminaries on Burden and inp-patterns
We start this section with the definitions of inp-patterns and of the burden. We will see some useful lemmas, which will help us to manipulate these notions. Part of this paragraph is also devoted to mutually indiscernible sequences, which will be important tools for the reminder of the paper.
For all this section, let T be a complete first-order theory in a language L, and let M |= T be a monster model.
Definitions.
Definition 1.1. Let λ be a cardinal. For all i < λ, φ i (x, y i ) is L-formula where x is a common tuple of free variables, b i,j are elements of M of size |y i | and k i is a positive natural number. Finally, let p(x) be a partial type. We say that {φ i (x, y i ), (b i,j ) j∈ω , k i } i<λ is an inp-pattern of depth λ in p(x) if:
(1) for all i < λ, the i th row is k i -inconsistent: any conjunction
(2) all (vertical) paths are consistent: for every f : λ → ω, the set {φ i (x, b i,f (i) )} i<λ ∪ p(x) is consistent.
Most of the time, we will not mention the k i 's and only say that the rows are finitely inconsistent.
Definition 1.2.
• Let p(x) be a partial type. The burden of p(x), denoted by bdn(p(x)), is the cardinal defined as the supremum of the depths of inp-patterns in p(x). We write bdn(a/C) instead of bdn(tp(a/C)).
• The cardinal bdn({x = x}) where |x| = 1 is called the burden of the theory T , and it is denoted by κ 1 inp (T ) or bdn(T ). The theory T is said to be inp-minimal if κ 1 inp (T ) = 1.
• More generally, for λ a cardinal, we denote by κ λ inp (T ) the burden bdn({x = x}) where |x| = λ. We always have κ λ inp (T ) ≥ λ · κ 1 inp (T ). In particular, if models of T are infinite, κ λ inp (T ) ≥ λ.
• A formula φ(x, y) has TP 2 if there is an inp-pattern of the form {φ(x, y), (b i,j ) j<ω , k i } i≤ω .
Otherwise, we say that φ(x, y) is NTP 2 .
• The theory T is said NTP 2 if κ 1 inp (T ) is bounded. Equivalently, T is NTP 2 if and only if there is no TP 2 formula. (See [Che14, Remark 3.3 
])
In [Che14, Corollary 2.6], Chernikov proves the following: Fact 1.3 (Sub-multiplicativity). Let n < ω and a i ∈ M for i < n. If bdn(a i ) < k i for k i cardinals, then bdn(a 0 , · · · , a n−1 ) < i<n k i .
In particular, for n < ω, we have κ n inp (T ) < (κ 1 inp (T )) n and then κ n inp (T ) = κ 1 inp (T ) = bdn(T ) as soon as one of these cardinal is infinite.
1.2. Mutually-indiscernible arrays. Let λ be a cardinal. We have seen that an array (b i,j ) i<λ,j<ω occurs in the definition of an inp-pattern. A usual argument shows that we often may assume this array to be mutually-indiscernible. Since all the later demonstrations will use this fact, we give here a precise definition and a proof (Proposition 1.6). One can also consult [Che14] , which is the reference for this paragraph.
We consider the set L λ consisting of formulas in the language L with free variables (x i,j ) i<λ,j<ω . Let ∆ ⊆ L λ be a subset. Definition 1.4.
• For α < λ, we will say that a sequence (b j ) j∈ω is ∆ α -indiscernible over a set A if for any formula in ∆ φ(x α,1 , . . . , x α,n ,x =α ) (where n is an integer andx =α gather all free variables with first index distinct to α and which occur in φ) and any parametersā ∈ A, we have
for any i 1 < · · · < i n < ω and j 1 < · · · < j n < ω. • An array (b i,j ) i∈λ,j∈ω is said to be ∆-mutually indiscernible if for any formula in ∆ φ(x α 1 ,1 , . . . , x α 1 ,n 1 , · · · , x α k ,1 , . . . , x α k ,n k )
where k ∈ N, n 1 , · · · , n k ∈ N and α 1 < · · · < α k < λ, we have
for all i l1 < · · · < i ln l < λ, j l1 < · · · < j ln l < λ with l = 1, . . . , k.
• Let (b i,j ) i∈λ,j∈ω be an array. We denote by EM((b i,j )) the maximal set of formulas ∆ ∈ L λ such that (b i,j ) is ∆-mutually indiscernible and (b i,j ) |= ∆. By this, we mean that, for any formula φ((x i,j ) i∈λ,j∈ω ) in ∆, we have φ((b i,j ) i∈λ,j∈ω ). Explicitly, EM((b i,j )) is equal to k,n 1 ,··· ,n k <ω α 1 ,··· ,α k <λ φ(y α 1 ,1 . . . , y α 1 ,n 1 , · · · , y α k ,1 , . . . , y α k ,n k ) ∈ L φ(b α 1 ,i 11 , . . . , b α 1 ,i 1n 1 , · · · , b α k ,i k1 . . . b α k ,i kn k ), for all i l1 < · · · < i ln l < ω, with l = 1, . . . , k .
Note in particular that if (b i,j ) is mutually indiscernible, EM((b i,j )) is a complete type.
• We also define the type MI((y α,i ) α<λ,i<ω ) as the type saying that the array (y α,i ) α<λ,i<ω is mutually indiscernible:
k,n<ω α 1 ,··· ,α k <λ    φ(y α 1 ,i 11 , . . . , y α 1 ,i 1n , · · · , y α k ,i k1 . . . y α k ,i kn ) ⇔ φ(y α 1 ,j 11 , . . . , y α 1 ,j 1n , · · · , y α k ,j k1 . . . y α k ,j kn ) φ((y α,i ) α<λ,i<ω ) ∈ L λ ; i l1 < · · · < i ln < ω, j l1 < · · · < j ln < ω with l = 1 . . . k
be an array with n < ℵ 0 , N an integer and ∆ a finite subset of L n . Then one can find a sub-array
Proof. We define by induction N α with α < n as follows: by Ramsey, there is N α such that for every set A of cardinality at most
N which is ∆ α -indiscernible over A. Using a reverse induction on α < n, one can find
Then, the subarray (b ′ α,i ) α<n,i<N has the desired property. Proposition 1.6. Let (b i,j ) i<λ,j<ω be an array. There is a mutually indiscernible array
Proof. By Lemma 1.5, the type
is finitely realized by sub-arrays of (b i ) i<λ . We conclude the main statement by compactness. The particular consequence is clear by definition.
1.3. Lemmas. Let {φ i (x, y i ), (b i,j ) j∈ω , k i } i<λ be an inp-pattern. By Proposition 1.6, we may always assume that the array (b i,j ) i<λ,j∈ω is mutually indiscernible. We will now present some easy lemmas.
Assume for every i < λ, φ i (x, a i,0 ) is equivalent to some formula ψ i (x, b i,0 ) with parameter b i,0 . Then we may extend (b i,0 ) i<λ to an array (b i,j ) i<λ,j<ω such that
is an inp-pattern.
Proof. By indiscernibility, we find
Then, the statement is clear.
Remark 1.8. Let D be a stably embedded definable set in M, and
This in particular implies that solutions of paths can be found in D but the parameters (a i,j ) may not belong to D. Using the previous lemma, we may actually assume that this is the case. It follows that D endowed with the induced structure is at least of burden λ.
The next lemma shows that one can 'eliminate' disjonction symbols in inp-pattern. As a consequence, if the theory has quantifier elimination, then we may assume that formulas of inp-patterns are conjunctions of atomic and negation of atomic formulas. Lemma 1.9. Let {φ i (x, y i,j ), (a i,j ) j<ω , k i } i<λ be an inp-pattern with (a i,j ) i<λ,j<ω mutually indiscernible. Assume that φ i (x, y i,j ) = l≤n i ψ l,i (x, y i,j ). Then there exists a sequence of natural numbers (l i ) i<λ such that l i ≤ n i and
. By the mutual-indiscernability of (a i,j ) i<λ,j<ω , every path of the pattern {ψ l i ,i (x, y i,j ), (a i,j ) j<ω , k i } i<λ is consistent. The inconsistency of the rows follows immediately from the inconsistency of the rows of the initial pattern.
'Elimination' of conjunction symbol may happen in more special context. Later in this text, we will be interested in products of models, and will briefly use the following:
Proof. We have a 2-coloring of ω [k] , the set of increasing sequences of elements in ω, defined as follows:
is inconsistent, and of color K otherwise. By assumption, if
is inconsistent. We conclude by Ramsey's theorem. Notice that the proof can be generalized for any finite number of sorts. Lemma 1.11. Let D and D ′ two type-definable sets respectively given by the partial types p(x) and p ′ (x) and let f : D → D ′ be a surjective finite to one definable function. Then we have bdn(D) := bdn(p(x)) = bdn(p ′ (x)) =: bdn(D ′ ).
Proof. We may assume that D and D ′ are definable, the general case can be similarly deduced. Let
where
Clearly every path is consistent. Assume for some i < λ, the row {φ ′ i (x ′ , a i,j )} j<ω is consistent, witnessed by some h ′ . Note that h ′ is in D ′ . By the pigeonhole principle, there is h ∈ D and an infinite subset J of ω such that f (h) = h ′ and h |= {φ i (x, a i,j )} j∈J , contradiction. It follows that
Proposition 1.12. Let G = (K, H) a two-sorted structure. Assume K and H are orthogonal and stably embedded in G. Then we have
Proof. The inequality bdn(K × H) ≥ bdn(K) + bdn(H) is easy and true without assumptions but we give a detailed proof. We denote by π K : K × H → K and by π H : K × H → H the projection maps.
is an inp-pattern in K ×H of depth λ 1 +λ 2 . Indeed, first notice that inconsistency of each rows is clear. Secondly, take a path f :
solution of the pattern along the path f . For the other inequality, let
) is equivalent to a formula of the form:
Then we conclude by using Lemmas 1.7 and 1.9. For every i, at least one of the sets {φ i (x K , a i,j )} j<ω and {ψ i (x H , b i,j )} j<ω is k i -inconsistent (by indiscernibility of (c i,j ) j ). We conclude that λ ≤ bdn(K) + bdn(H).
Card
⋆ and other convention on the burden. This subsection is not necessary for the comprehension of this paper. The reader will simply have to ignore the index − in λ − where λ is a cardinal, and any occurrence of the function act. We will formally introduce a well known convention respect to the burden. It has the advantage to emphasizing a relevant distinction between some theories which nonetheless have the same burden (according Definition 1.2). Proposition 1.17 might be interesting on its own, as it corresponds to the 'baby case' for the difficulty that we will encounter for mixed-characteristic Henselian valued fields. One can refer at [Adl07] for this paragraph.
Recall that T is a complete theory.
Now, we go back to the burden. In Definition 1.2, the burden of the complete theory T is the supremum (in Card) of depth of inp-patterns in T . However this supremum is not necessarily reached by an actual inp-pattern. This distinction is in particular motivated by the following definition: One see that, paradoxically, some strong theories have burden ℵ 0 and some theories of burden ℵ 0 are not strong (see examples below). In other words, the current definition of burden failed to characterize strongness. We will follow Hans Adler's convention (see [Adl07] ) which gives a solution to this problem: burden will now take value in Card ⋆ ∪{∞}.
Definition 1.16. (second definition of burden) Let T be a complete theory.
• The burden bdn(π(x)) of a partial type π(x) is the supremum in Card ⋆ ∪{∞} of the depths of inp-patterns in p(x).
• The burden of the theory T is the element bdn {x = x} in Card ⋆ ∪{∞} .
In other words, if the supremum λ ∈ Card of depth of inp-pattern is attained, the burden is equal to λ . Otherwise, it is equal to λ − . Hence, strong theories are exactly theories of burden at most ℵ 0− . One can check that every lemma in the previous subsection -and its proof-still holds. In particular, sub-multiplicativity still holds. Moreover, we have the following:
Assume they are not all finite. We consider the multisorted structure
where π i : j∈I M j → M i is the natural projection. Then, one has:
Remark 1.18. If all structures M i are finite, there are two cases: either #{i ∈ I | |M I | > 1} is infinite and bdn( i∈I M i ) = 1, or #{i ∈ I | |M I | > 1} is finite and bdn( i∈I M i ) = 0. As the condition |M i | > 1 cannot be seen in terms of burden, this case is told apart.
One recognizes in the second point a generalization of Proposition 1.12. Indeed, conditions are similar as we have the following fact:
• The sorts M i in the structure ∪ i∈I M i are stably embedded and pairwise orthogonal. • The structure i∈I M i eliminates quantifiers relative to the sorts M i . In particular, the sorts M i are stably embedded, and pairwise orthogonal.
Proof. The first point is easy and is solved by simple inspection on formulas (see the end of this proof for details). For the second point, we apply the usual back-and-forth argument. We may assume every model M i admits quantifier elimination. Let λ = sup(|I|, |L i |, i ∈ I). We denote by T the theory of i∈I M i , and we consider two λ-saturated models M = {M, (M i ) i∈I } and N = {N, (N i ) i∈I } (we keep an ambiguous notation M i by comfort). Let A = {A, (A i ) i∈I } ⊂ M and B = {B, (B i ) i∈I } ⊂ N be substructures of size < λ, and σ : A → B be a partial isomorphism. Finally, let a ∈ M \ A. The partial isomorphism σ induces partial isomorphisms σ i :
Step 0 The application σ i extends uniquely to a partial isomorphism also denoted by σ i :
where < · · · > is the substructure generated by · · · . By considering the partial isomorphism σ∪ i∈I σ i , we may assume < π i (A)A i >= A i and < π i (B)B i >= B i .
Step 1: Assume a ∈ M i 0 for some i 0 ∈ I. Then the substructure < Aa > generated by A and a is equal to A ∪ (A i ) i∈I ∪ < A i 0 a >. By quantifier elimination, σ i 0 extends to partial isomorphism σ i 0 :< A i 0 a >→< B i 0 b >, for some b ∈ N i 0 . Then σ ∪σ i 0 is a partial isomorphism extending σ to < Aa >.
Step 2 Assume a ∈ M . By iterating Step 1, we may assume that π i (< Aa >) ⊂ A i for every i ∈ I. Then, < Aa >= A ∪ {a}. We answer by any b / ∈ B satisfying σ i (π i (a)) = π i (b) for all i ∈ I (it exists by saturation). One checks that σ ∪ {(a, b)} is a partial isomorphism.
Conclusion By back-and-forth, we have M ≡ A N . Quantifier elimination follows. Stable embeddedness is clear by inspection: a formula φ(x i ) with variable x i ∈ M i without M -sorted quantifiers is a boolean combination of formulas of the form
is a closed L i -formula with j ∈ J ⊂ I, J finite, and φ(a) is a closed formula in the empty language. It is clearly equivalent to a L i -formula with parameters in M i , as a closed formula is true or false and can be replaced either by x i = x i or by x i = x i . Same argument for orthogonality.
We prove now Proposition 1.17
Proof. The first point is clear: an inp-pattern P (x) in i M i has to 'choose' in which sort M i its variable x lives. This sort, say M i 0 , is stably embedded by Fact 1.19. By Remark 1.8, the depth of P (x) is bounded by bdn(M i 0 ). Going to the supremum, one see that definitions match:
The second point is more subtle: the variable x = (x i ) i∈I of an inp-pattern Q(x) in i∈I M i refers at all the sort M i simultaneously. We denote bdn(M i ) by λ i and sup i∈I act(λ i ) ∈ Card by λ.
Preliminary: We prove that we may assume that I = supp(λ i ) i∈I . By assumption, we have:
We want to prove that the first inequality is actually an equality. If bdn(
We assume the array (ā α,j ) α<µ,j<ω to be mutually indiscernible. To simplify the notation, a generic line of Q(x) is denoted by {ψ(x,ȳ), (ā j ) j<ω , k} (we drop the index α). We show that for some i ∈ I, M i admits an inp-pattern of depth µ. By relative quantifier elimination and by Lemma 1.9, we may assume that formulas ψ(x,ȳ) in Q(x) are of the form
If the atomic formula x = y really occurs, for example in the first row, then consistency of paths contradicts k 2 -inconsistency of the second row. Then, formulas in Q(x) are of the form
Now, the formula n<N x = y n is co-finite. This implies that
is satisfied by a nj l , with n < N and l < k. Then, mutual indiscernibility will give a contradiction to k-inconsistency of the line
Hence, we may assume that formulas ψ(x,ȳ) in Q(x) are of the form
We use now Lemma 1.10 and the pigeonholes principal to find an inp-pattern of depth µ in a sort M i . We proved that bdn(
Notice we used that some M i is infinite. Now, we distinguish six cases: First case: the cardinal |I| and λ are finite. Then, by simply iterating Proposition 1.12, we get
As in the preliminary, we find an inp-pattern of depth µ in some M i , which is a contradiction with λ ≤ |I| < µ. We get bdn( M i ) = ⋆ i∈I λ i = |I|. Third case: we have |I| < λ and λ i = λ for some i ∈ I. Then clearly bdn( M i ) ≥ λ. One get bdn( M i ) ≤ λ as in the preliminary.
Fourth case: we have |I| < λ and cf(λ) ≤ #{i ∈ I | λ i = λ − }. Then, choose any sequence of cardinals (µ α ) α<cf(λ) with supremum λ (in the usual sense). We can assume that I = cf(λ) and that we have an inp-pattern
is of depth λ. We conclude as in the preliminary that bdn(
Then, as in the fourth case, one has bdn( M i ) = i∈I λ i = λ.
Last case: we are not in the above cases. Then, the same argument gives now that bdn( M i ) ≤ λ − . Indeed, let (µ α ) α<cf(λ) be a sequence of cardinals with supremum λ, and assume that M i admits an inp-pattern of depth λ. There are (non necessarily pairwise distinct) i α ∈ I for α < cf(λ) such that M iα is of burden at least µ α . This contradicts the fact we are not in one of the above cases. Then,
In a supersimple theory, the burden of a complete type is always finite (see [Adl07] ). Hence, supersimple theories are good examples of strong theories.
Example. The following structures have burden ℵ 0− :
• Any multisorted structure M = n M n as in 1.17, where for every n ∈ N, M n is a structure of burden n.
• Any model of ACFA, the model companion of the theory of algebraically closed fields with automorphism,
• Any model of DCF 0 , the theory of differentially closed fields.
The first example is clear by the previous discussion but could look artificial. It will naturally appear when we will discuss on the burden of the RV-sort in mixed characteristic. The last one is already given in [CH14] . The fact the last two examples are of burden ℵ 0− follows from [CH14, Remark 5.3], once we notice that such fields are infinite dimensional vector spaces over respectively their fixed field and their constant field: Remark 1.20. [CH14, Remark 5.3] Let T be a simple theory and assume there is a n-dimensional type-definable vector space V over a type-definable infinite field F . Then there is a type in V of burden ≥ n.
Preliminaries on Valued Fields and RV-sort
For the reminder of the paper, K will be a field, val a valuation on K, Γ its value group and k its residue field. The valuation ring will be denoted by O and its maximal ideal by m. The whole structure (K, val, · · · ) ( with potentially some other symbols depending on the language) will often be denoted by K, and is assumed to be sufficiently saturated.
2.1. Mutually indiscernible arrays and Cauchy sequences. It is often useful to consider a valued field as a tree. It gives a picture for the valuation of an element or of the difference of two elements. The topology also becomes more intuitive. However, it fails to represent the field structure, in particular the multiplication. For our purpose, it will not be a problem and all the later proofs can be understood without these representations. We give here a representation of Q 3 , as an example.
We will discuss here some simple facts about mutually indiscernible arrays in a valued field. We will denote byZ the set of integers with extreme elements {−∞, ∞}. We will assume that the reader is familiar with pseudo-Cauchy sequences. We recall however the basic definition:
Definition 2.1. Let (I, <) be an ordered index set without greatest element. A sequence (a i ) i∈I of elements of K is pseudo-Cauchy if there is i ∈ I such that for all indices i < i 1 < i 2 < i 3 , val(a i 2 − a i 1 ) < val(a i 3 − a i 2 ). We say that a ∈ K is a pseudo limit of the pseudo-Cauchy sequence (a i ) i∈I and we write (a i ) i∈I ⇒ a if there is i ∈ I such that for all indices i < i 1 < i 2 , we have
The next two lemmas give some useful properties of indiscernible pseudo-Cauchy sequences.
Lemma 2.2.
(1) Assume (a i ) i<ω is an indiscernible sequence and a is a pseudo limit of (a i ) i<ω . Then for any i, val(a i − a) = val(a i − a i+1 ) depends only on i and not on the chosen limit a (for general pseudo-Cauchy sequence, this holds only for i big enough).
(2) For three mutually indiscernible sequences
Proof.
(1) By definition of a pseudo-Cauchy sequence, (val(a i −a i+1 )) i is eventually strictly increasing. By indiscernability, it is strictly increasing. Let i 0 be such that
It holds also for i = i 0 and we can reiterate.
(2) Notice that, by mutual indiscernability and 1.,
It is immediate by indiscernability (consider for example val(a 0 − a 1 ) and val(a 1 − a 2 )).
Lemma 2.3. Let (a j ) j∈Z and (b l ) l∈Z two mutually indiscernible sequences in K such that (val(a j −b l )) j,l is not constant. At least one of the following occurs:
Proof. Since val(a j − b l ) is not constant, using the mutual indiscernibility, one of the following occurs:
Indeed, if 1. and 3. do not hold, then the sequence (val(b 0 − a j )) j∈Z is constant. If 2. and 4. do not hold, then the sequence (val(b l − a 0 )) l∈Z is constant. This cannot be true for both sequences as it would contradict the assumption. We conclude by indiscernibility.
We set the following properties:
Proof. This follows easily from the definition:
. As a group quotient, the sort RV δ is endowed with a multiplication. As we will see, it also inherits from the field some kind of addition.
Notation. Let 0 ≤ δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 be three elements of Γ and x ∈ RV δ 1 , y ∈ RV δ 2 , z ∈ RV δ 3 three variables. Then we define the following formulas:
If the context is clear and in order to simplify notations, we will write:
• WD δ 3 instead of WD δ 1 ,δ 2 ,δ 3 , • for any formula φ(z) with z ∈ RV δ 3 , x ∈ RV δ 1 and y ∈ RV δ 2 :
Example. Take K = R((t)) the field of power series over the reals endowed with the t-adic valuation.
Hence, the sum is not well-defined in RV 1 :
We need to pass to RV 3 in order to get a well-defined sum in RV 1 :
|= ⊕ 3,3,1 (rv 3 (x), rv 3 (y), rv 1 (z)), ¬ |= ⊕ 3,3,1 (rv 3 (x), rv 3 (y), rv 1 (z ′ )), |= WD 3,3,1 (rv 3 (x), rv 3 (y)).
More generally, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 2.5. Let 0 ≤ γ ≤ δ be two elements of Γ ≥0 and ǫ = δ − γ ≥ 0. Then for every a, b ∈ K:
. This is equivalent to val(a − a ′ ) > val(a) + δ, thus we have:
Hence, rv γ (a ′ + b) = rv γ (a + b). We have proved the implication from right to left. The following lemma is immediate:
Lemma 2.7. Let a, b and c = a − b be elements of K and any γ ∈ Γ ≤0 . At least one of the following holds:
Proof. Notice that exactly one of the following occurs:
Let a = rv γ (a), b = rv γ (b) and c = rv γ (c). In cases 2,3 and 4, the difference between a and c is well-defined.
|= WD γ (a, −c). In cases 1,3 and 4, the sum of b and c is well-defined:
We reserve now the notation δ n for δ n = val(p n ). We write RV for n<ω RV δn and call it the RV-sort, or the RV-sorts. We also write val rv : RV → Γ ∪ {∞} for n<ω (val rv δn : RV δn → Γ ∪ {∞}). The maybe misleading use of singular in the terminology 'RV-sort' is arguably justified in equicharacteristique 0. Indeed, notice that when p = 0, RV may be identified with RV 0 (and thus we recover here Flenner notation). Finally, we defined the leading term language L RV as the multisorted language (K, (RV δn ) n<ω ) with
• the ring language for K,
• for all n < ω, the (multiplicative) group language as well as the symbol 0 for RV n .
• relation symbols ⊕ δ l ,δm,δn for n ≤ l, m, function symbols rv δn : K → RV δn and rv δn→δm : RV δn → RV δm for n > m. This result was already proved in [Bas91] . An important consequence is that the multisorted substructure ((RV δn ) n<ω , (⊕ δ l ,δm,δn ) n<l,m , (rv δn→δm ) m<n<ω ) is stably embedded. Secondly, we have its one-dimensional improved version:
Theorem 2.9. [Fle11, Proposition 5.1] Let S be a subset of K, definable over a set A of parameters. Then, there are n ∈ N, α 1 , · · · , α m ∈ acl(A) and a subset D of RV m , definable over acl(A), such that:
The improvement comes from the fact that the term inside rv δn is linear in x where [Fle11, Proposition 4.3] gives only a polynomial in x. We end this section with a last remark about enriched language.
Definition 2.10. Let L ⊂ L e be two languages and let Σ be a sort in L. Then, L e is said to be a Σ-enrichment of L if all new function symbols and relation symbols only involves the sort Σ and the new sorts in L e \ L.
Remark 2.11. The two previous theorems are stated in an unenriched language. But by general arguments (see Rideau's discussion in [Rid14, Appendix II.A.]), they still hold in any RV-enrichment of L RV . Indeed, first note that the RV-sort is closed in the language L RV , i.e. any relation symbol involving a sort RV δn or any function symbol with a domain involving a sort RV δn only involves such sorts. As a consequence, the theory T of Henselian valued fields of characteristic 0 also eliminates quantifiers resplendently relative to RV. In other words, given an RV-enrichment L RV,e , any complete L RV,e -theory T e ⊃ T eliminates fields-sorted quantifiers. A careful reading of Flenner's proof give us that Theorem 2.9 holds resplendently as well.
To keep it simple, the later theorems (Theorems 3.1, 4.6 and 5.9) will be stated in an unenriched language, but can be easely generalized to some suitable enrichments (see Remarks 3.3, 4.7 and 5.10).
Reduction to RV
We consider the theory of a Henselian valued field of characteristic (0, p), p ≥ 0 in the language L RV . Let K = (K, RV) be a monster model.
Burdens of K and RV. The aim of this paragraph is to prove the following:
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a positive integer and assume K is of burden M . Then, the sort RV with the induced structure is also of burden M . In particular, K is inp-minimal if and only if RV is inp-minimal.
The demonstration below follows Chernikov and Simon's proof for the case of equicharacteristic 0 and burden 1 (see [CS16] ). One can also generalize the proof for infinite burden (see Corollary 3.2 for more details).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Recall thatZ = Z ∪ {±∞}. Let {φ i (x, y i ), (c i,j ) j∈Z , k i } i<M be an inp-pattern in K of finite depth M ≥ 2 with |x| = 1, where c i,j = a i,j b i,j ∈ K k 1 × RV k 2 . Notice that rows have indices inZ and not in N . It is of course harmless to assume this, and the proof will make use of one of the extreme elements {a i,−∞ , a i,+∞ }). We have to find an inp-pattern of depth M in RV. Without loss of generality, we take (c i,j ) i,j mutually indiscernible and by Theorem 2.9, we can assume the formulasφ i are of the formφ i (x, c i,j ) = φ i (rv δn (x − a i,j;1 ), · · · , rv δn (x − a i,j;k ); b i,j ), for some integer n and where φ i are RV-formulas. As we noticed before, the arguments inside symbols rv δn are linear terms in x. In some sense, difficulties coming from the field structure have been already treated. It only remains to deal with the structure coming from the valuation (this justifies the fact that we look at K as a tree).
For all the proof, d |= {φ i (rv δn (x − a i,0;1 ), · · · , rv δn (x − a i,0;k ); b i,0 )} i<M will be a solution of the first column. Before we give a general idea of the proof, let us reduce to the case where only one term rv δn (x − a i,j ) occurs in the formulaφ i . Claim 1. We may assume that for all i < M ,φ i (x, c i,j ) is of the form φ i (rv δn (x − a i,j;1 ); b i,j ), i.e. |a i,j | = k 1 = 1.
Proof. We will first replace the formulaφ 0 (x, c i,j ) by a new one with an extra parameter.
By Lemma 2.7, at least one of the following two cases occurs (1) WD δn (rv δn (d − a 0,0;1 ), rv δn (a 0,0;1 − a 0,0;2 )) or (2) WD δn (rv δn (d − a 0,0;2 ), rv δn (a 0,0;2 − a 0,0;1 )) . According to the case, we respectively define a new formula ψ 0 (x, c 0,j^r v δn (a 0,j;2 − a 0,j;1 )) by:
(1) φ 0 (rv δn (x − a 0,j;1 ), rv δn (x − a 0,j;1 ) + rv δn (a 0,j;1 − a 0,j;2 ), rv
φ 0 (rv δn (x − a 0,j;2 ) + rv δn (a 0,j;2 − a 0,j;1 ), rv δn (x − a 0,j;2 ), · · · , rv δn (x − a 0,j;k ); b 0,j )
∧ WD δn (rv δn (x − a 0,j;2 ), rv δn (a 0,j;2 − a 0,j;1 )).
We will prove that the pattern whereφ 0 is replaced by ψ 0 :
is also an inp-pattern. First note that we have added rv δn (a 0,j;2 − a 0,j;1 ) to the parameters b 0,j , and it still forms a mutually indiscernible array. Clearly, d is still a realization of the first column:
By mutual indiscernability of the parameters, every path is consistent. Since ψ 0 (K) ⊆φ 0 (K), inconsistency of the first row is also clear. By induction, it is clear we may assume that φ 0 is of the desired form. We can do the same for all formulas φ i , 0 < i < M .
If the array (a i,j ) i<M,j<ω is constant equal to some a ∈ K, then we obviously get an inp-pattern of depth M in RV: {φ i (x, z i ), (b i,j ) j∈Z , k i } i<M , where x is a variable in RV δn (such a pattern is said to be centralized). Indeed, consistency of the path is clear. If a row is satisfied by some d ∈ RV δn , any d ∈ K such that rv δn (d − a) = d will satisfy the corresponding row of the initial inp-pattern, which is absurd. Hence, the rows are inconsistent.
The idea of the proof is to reduce the general case (where the a i,j 's are distinct) to this trivial case by the same method as above: removing the parameters a i,j ∈ K and adding new parameters from RV to b i,j and specifying the formula by adding a term of the form WD(rv(x − a), rv(a − a i,j )). The main challenge is to find a suitable a ∈ K for center.
Recall that d |= {φ i (rv δn (x − a i,0 ); b i,0 )} i<M is a solution to the first column.
Claim 2. For all j < ω, and i, k < M with k = i, we have
Proof. Assume not: for some j < ω, and i, k < M with k = i:
Then, rv δn (a i,j − a k,0 ) = rv δn (d − a k,0 ). By mutual indiscernibility, we have
This contradicts inconsistency of the row k.
In particular, for all i, k < M , we have
) and let γ be the minimum of the γ i 's. By definition, we have the following for all i, k < M :
The following claim give us a correct center a.
Claim 3. We may assume that there is i < M such that for all k < M , the following holds:
In particular, by Proposition 2.5, we have:
Proof. By Remark 2.6, it is enough to find i < M such that the following holds for all k < M :
We will actually find i such that one of the following holds:
The first case will correspond to Case A, the second to Case B.
Case A : There are 0 ≤ i, k < M with i = k such that val(a i,j − a k,l ) is constant for all j, l ∈ ω, equal to some ǫ. Note that ǫ ≥ γ (take j = l = 0 and apply Claim 2).
Then, we have:
Hence, we have for every 0 ≤ l < M :
Case B: For all 0 ≤ i, k < M with i = k, (val(a i,j − a k,l )) j,l is not constant. By Lemma 2.2 (2) and Lemma 2.3, there is i < M such that for every k < M and k = i, (a k,l ) l<ω ⇒ a i,0 or (a k,−l ) l<ω ⇒ a i,0 . If needed, one can flip the indices and assume that for all k = i, (a k,l ) l<ω ⇒ a i,0 . Note that only (a i,j ) j could be a fan in this case.
Then we have
It remains to prove the inequality for k = i. Take l = i, l < M . We have:
Assume i = 0 satisfies the conclusion of the previous claim. For every k < M , we have
Setb i,j := b i,j^r v 2δn (a 0,∞ − a i,j ) for i < M, j < ω and
wherex is a variable in RV 2δn . This is an inp-pattern. Indeed, clearly, rv
By mutual indiscernibility of (b i,j ) i<M,j<ω , every path is consistent. It remains to show that, for every i < M , {ψ i (x,b i,j )} j<ω is inconsistent. Assume there is α ⋆ |= {ψ i (x,b i,j )} j<ω for some i < M , and let d ⋆ be such that rv 2δn (d ⋆ − a 0,∞ ) = α ⋆ . Then, since WD δn (α ⋆ , rv 2δn (a 0,∞ − a i,j )) holds for every i < M and j < ω, d ⋆ satisfies {φ i (rv δn (x − a i,j ), b i,j )} j<ω , which is a contradiction. All rows are inconsistent, which concludes our proof.
With minor modifications, the proof goes through in the case of infinite burden λ. However, one must be careful regarding the precise statement of the theorem. Assume we are in mixed characteristic (0, p), and the burden λ is of cofinality cf(λ) = ω. Then the very first argument of the proof is no longer true: one cannot assume there are λ-many formulasφ i (x, y i ) in the inp-pattern of the form
for a certain n < ω. Nonetheless, this is the only problem. One gets the following statement:
Corollary 3.2. Let λ be an infinite cardinal in Card ⋆ and assume the sort RV with the induced structure is of burden λ. In equicharacteristic zero, the field K is of burden λ. In mixed characteristic (0, p), the field K is of burden λ if cf(λ) > ω, and of burden λ or act(λ) if cf(λ) = ω.
Proof. Let κ ≥ λ be the burden of K, and let
be an inp-pattern of depth κ. If κ is of cofinality cf(κ) > ω, then there is κ-many formulasφ i (x, y i ) in the inp-pattern of the form
for a certain n < ω. We deduce an inp-pattern of depth κ in the RV-sort. Indeed, we follow the exact same proof with few changes in Claim 3:
• The minimum of γ k , k < λ may not exist, but one can pick γ in an extension of the monster model.
• Case A stays the same.
• Case B is slightly different, since an i such that for all k,
does not necessarily exist either. We may distinguish three subcases: (1) there is i such that for λ-many k, (a k,l ) l<ω or (a k,−l ) l<ω pseudo-converge to a i,0 . We conclude as in the proof. (2) there is i < λ such that (a i,j ) j<ω pseudo-converges to a k,0 for λ-many k. For such a k, we have val(a k,0 − a i,∞ ) > val(a k,0 − a i,0 ) ≥ γ, and thus val(a k,0 − a i,∞ ) + δ n > γ k . We may conclude as well. (3) there is i < λ such that (a i,−j ) j<ω pseudo-converges to a k,0 for λ-many k . This is an analogue to Case (2), where a i,−∞ is taking the place of a i,∞ .
Hence, we get λ = κ. If κ is of cofinality ω, let (λ k ) k∈ω be a sequence of successor cardinals cofinal in κ. By the previous discussion, we find an inp-pattern in RV of depth λ k for each λ k . Hence, λ k ≤ λ and κ = λ or κ = act(λ).
Remark 3.3. Consider now an enriched Henselian valued field
. Then, the above proof still hold. The burden of K is equal (modulo the same subtleties when we consider the burden in Card ⋆ ) to the burden of RV ∪Σ e with the induced structure, where Σ e is the set of new sorts in L RV,e \ L RV .
3.2.
Applications to p-adic fields. In this subsection, p is a prime number. We will deduce from Theorem 3.1, as an application, that Q p is dp-minimal. This result is due to Dolich, Goodrick and Lippel [DGL11, Section 6]. Another proof of Aschenbrenner, Dolich, Haskell, Macpherson and Starchenko is given in [ADH + 16, Corollary 7.9.]. In Section 5, we will study more generally unramified mixed characteristic fields.
Theorem 3.4. The theory of Q p in the language of rings is dp-minimal.
Recall that a theory is dp-minimal if for any mutually indiscernible sequences (a i ) i<ω and (b i ) i<ω and any point c, one of these two sequences is indiscernible over c. Equivalently, a theory is dp-minimal if and only if it is NIP and inp-minimal (see [Sim11, Lemma 1.4] ). Since Q p is NIP, it is enough to prove that it is inp-minimal.
Recall first that the valuation in Q p is definable in the language of rings. We can safely consider
is the language of Macintyre with a predicate P n for the subgroup of nth-power of Q p and L Pres is the language of Presburger arithmetic. Then, we have:
Proposition 3.5. The theory Th(Q p ) eliminates quantifiers. In particular, the value group Γ is purely stably embedded. Fix some n < ω. The kernel of val rvn : RV n → Z ∪ {∞} is the following:
In particular, val RVn is finite to one. By Lemma 1.11, RV n is inp-minimal. Since this holds for arbitrary n ∈ N, RV = n RV n is inp-minimal. We conclude by using Theorem 3.1.
The next application is a preparation for the next paragraph. It can already be deduced from [CS16] . It is about the non-uniform definability of the angular component. An angular component (or angular map) is a group homomorphism ac :
We also set ac(0) = 0.
One remarks that an angular component gives a section ac rv : RV 0 → k ⋆ and, as a consequence, the sort RV 0 becomes isomorphic as a group to the direct product Γ × k ⋆ . Assume such map exists, and add it to the language. Then, if both Γ and k are infinite, the RV 0 sort is of burden at least 2 by Proposition 1.12. Just like the valuation, the angular component ac in Q p is definable in the language of rings. However, this definition cannot be uniform:
Corollary 3.6. There is no formula which gives a uniform definition of ac in Q p for every prime p.
Proof. By Chernikov-Simon [CS16] , we know that the ultraproduct of p-adic F = U Q p , where U ⊂ P is an ultrafilter on the set of primes, is inp-minimal in the language of rings (the p-adic valuation is uniformly definable in L Rings , so the valuation is defined in the language of rings). In particular, the RVsort (also interpretable in the language of rings) is inp-minimal. The residue field and the value group are infinite since they are respectively a pseudo-finite field and a Z-group. By the above discussion, the ac-map cannot be not defined in the language of rings, as it would contradict inp-minimality.
Henselian valued fields in equicharacteristic 0
Let K = (K, Γ, k, RV, rv) be a saturated enough Henselian valued field of equicharacteristic 0. We will compute the burden of RV in terms of the burden of k and Γ. We consider the language L = L RV ∪ {Γ, k, val : K → Γ, res : 0 → k}, the RV-language together with a sort for the value group and the residue fields. Notice that adding interpretable sorts or interpretable maps to the language does not change the burden of RV, as it won't change definable sets.
Burden of RV. Here is a result of Chernikov and Simon:
Theorem 4.1 ( [CS16] ). Assume the residue field k satisfies
p is finite for every prime p.
Then K is inp-minimal if and only if RV with the induced structure is inp-minimal if and only if k and Γ are both inp-minimal.
The aim of this section is to extend this theorem to any burden. We have already seen the reduction to the RV-sort, without the assumption (H k ). For the reduction to Γ and k, one can give first an easy bound, also independent of the assumption (H k ). Recall that in an ℵ 1 -saturated model, any exact sequence of definable abelian groups
where C is torsion-free splits, i.e. the projection map π : B → C admits a section and B is isomorphic as an abelian group to the direct product A × C. In particular, in the valued field K, there exists a section ac rv : RV ⋆ → k ⋆ of the valuation val rv or equivalently, there exists an angular component ac : K ⋆ → k ⋆ (as we already discussed in section 3.2). Let L ac be the language L extended by a unary function ac : k → K.
Fact 4.2 (Trivial bound).
We have bdn L (Γ) = bdn Lac (Γ) and bdn L (k) = bdn Lac (k) as well as the following:
Proof. The two first equalities are clear since Γ and k are respectively a pure stably embedded ordered group and a pure stably embedded field in both languages. The inequality is obvious as the burden only grows when we add structure. For the last equality, we just need to recall that RV ⋆ ≃ k ⋆ × Γ and to apply Proposition 1.12 (Γ and k are orthogonal by the theorem of Pas).
Using the same proof as Chernikov and Simon in [CS16], we will show under an extra assumption (namely that K ⋆ /(K ⋆ ) p is finite for every prime) that the burden of RV is equal to the maximum of the burden of Γ and of the burden of k. This gives a full answer to [CS16, Problem 20] . As in Chernikov and Simon's paper, we will work in a more general context: Assumptions Let G be an abelian group, K a subgroup and H = G/K the quotient. We note π : G → H the projection map, and i : K → G the inclusion map. Consider the language L G = {0, +, −, P n } ∪ G 0 where G 0 is a countable set of constants, interpreted by representatives of each class modulo nG for every n, and P n are unary predicates interpreted by n-divisibility. We allow H (resp. K) to have additional structure in a language L K (resp. L H ), containing the induced language from G via the injection map i (resp. via the projection map π). We assume that the following assertions (⋆) hold:
• G/nG is finite for all n < ω,
Finally, we consider the exact sequence 2 ). Let M be as above. Then Th(M) has quantifier elimination.
We will prove the following:
Proposition 4.4. Let M be as above. We have bdn(M) = max(bdn(K), bdn(H)).
We use the same argument as in [CS16] .
Proof. By Lemma 1.11, if K is finite, we get bdn(H) = bdn(G) and bdn(K) = 0. Assume that K is infinite. As we trivially have bdn(G) ≥ max(bdn(K), bdn(H)), it remains to show bdn(G) ≤ max(bdn(K), bdn(H)). If either bdn(K) or bdn(H) is infinite, then this is simply the trivial bound in Fact 4.2 (as then max(bdn(K), bdn(H)) = bdn(K) + bdn(H)). We may assume bdn(K) and bdn(H) are both finite, and bdn K ≥ 1. Also, if bdn(M) = 1, the equality is clear. Assume bdn(M) > 1 and let {φ i (x, y i ), (a i,j ) j<ω , k i } i<M be an inp-pattern of finite depth M ≥ 2, with (a i,j ) i,j mutually indiscernible. We need to find a inp-pattern of depth M either in K or in H. As in [CS16, Proposition 18] , we may assume that for all i < M the formula φ i (x, a i,j ) is of the form
• x is a variable in G,
Notice we also used here the assumption (H G ).
Remark 4.5. The fact that θ i is an L K -formula says in particular that if θ i really occurs in the formula
, where x H is a variable in H, P l i ,H is the definable predicate for the l i -divisibility in H.
Indeed, every path is consistent since π(d) |= {ψ i (x H , b i,0 )} i<M and (b i,j , g i ) i,j is a mutually indiscernible array. It remains to show that each row is inconsistent. Assume for example there is h ∈ H such that:
h |= {ψ 0 (x H , b 0,j )} j<ω . We will find infinitely many solutions of
Indeed, as in the discussion in Paragraph 3.2, we may identify the group G with direct product K × H.
The number of such elements is infinite since K is infinite and
is co-finite, we find a solution of {φ 0 (x, a 0,j )} j≤k 0 , which contradicts k 0 -inconsistency of the first row. The argument holds for any other row 0 < i < M . 0 ) and (a i,j ) i,j is mutually indiscernible over π(d). We will show that there is an element f ∈ G such that (a i,j ) i,j is mutually indiscernible over f and π(f ) = π(d). Consider the array a = (a i,j^d ) i<M,j<ω , we find a mutually indiscernible array a ′ = (a ′ i,j^d
If σ is an automorphism sending a ′ i,j to a i,j , then f := σ(d ′ ) has the required properties. Then,
Claim 5. There is no other case.
Assume for example θ 0 occurs and θ 1 does not occur. Then, using the same notation as in case A and B, we have:
And by mutual indiscernibility:
π(h 0,0 ) |= {ψ 1 (x H , b 1,j )} j<ω . As in case A, we conclude that {φ 1 (x, a 1,j )} j≤k 1 has a solution, which contradicts k 1 -inconsistency of the second row.
We can now apply Proposition 4.4 to RV in the language L. One gets: Theorem 4.6. Let K = (K, RV, k, Γ) be a Henselian valued field of equicharacteristic 0 viewed as a structure in L. Assume that:
or equivalently, assume that:
(H Γ ) Γ/pΓ is finite for every prime p.
Then we have the equalities bdn(K) = bdn(RV) = max(bdn(k), bdn(Γ)).
Remark 4.7. We actually showed that if K = (K, RV, k, Γ, · · · ) is an enriched Henselian valued field of equicharacteristic 0 in a {Γ, k}-enrichment L e of L, and if (H RV ) holds, then
where Σ e is the set of new sorts in L e \ L.
Bounded fields, Hypothesis (H RV ).
A bounded field is a field with finitely many extensions of degree n for every integer n. The absolute Galois group is said small if it contains finitely many subgroups of index n. These two conditions are equivalent: a field is bounded if and only if its Galois group is small. Such a field K satisfies in particular the following: Hypothesis H k might be restrictive but its allows various burdens for the residue field. However, Hypothesis H Γ implies inp-minimality for the value group. Indeed, an abelian group Γ satisfying (H Γ ) is called nonsingular. In the pure structure of groups, nonsingular groups are exactly the dp-minimal ones ( see [JSW17, Theorem 5 .1]).
Hypothesis H k and H Γ might be relatively strong assumptions. To get rid of them in Theorem 4.6, one certainly need to improve the quantifier elimination result.
Unramified mixed characteristic Henselian valued fields
Let K = (K, RV, Γ, k) be an unramified Henselian valued field of characteristic (0, p), p ≥ 2 view as a structure in the language L = L RV ∪ {Γ, k, val : K → Γ, res : 0 → k}. We denote by 1 the valuation of p. The value group Γ contains Z · 1 as a convex subgroup. In this context, it is convenient to change the notation and define the RV-sort of order n to be the sort RV
is the maximal ideal of the valuation ring O. Notice that m n = p n O for every integer n. We will also assume that k is a perfect field. As in the previous paragraph, we will compute the burden of RV n in terms of the burden of k and Γ. We first need to talk about angular components and introduce the Witt vector construction.
Angular component of order n and Witt vectors.
Definition 5.1. Let n be an integer > 0. We denote by O n the ring O/p n O = O/m n , called the residue ring of order n. The natural projection map O → O n is denoted by res n and is called residue map of order n. An angular component of order n is a homomorphism ac n : K ⋆ → O × n such that for all u ∈ O × , ac n (u) = u + p n O. A system of angular component maps (ac n ) n<ω is said to be compatible if for all n, π n • ac n+1 = ac n where π n :
The convention is to contract ac 1 to ac and π 1 to π. One can easily generalize the diagram given in Subsection 3.2:
the valuation gives immediately a compatible sequence of angular components (defined as ac n := a ∈ K ⋆ → res n (a/s(v(a))) ). As O × is a pure subgroup of K ⋆ , such a section exists when K is ℵ 1 -saturated. As always, we assume that K is sufficiently saturated and we fix a compatible sequence (ac n ) n of angular components.
To determine the burden of RV ⋆ n , we will understand RV n -structures thanks to the well known Witt vector construction. We start by briefly recalling the definition. For more detail, one can see [Ser80] . 
The ring of Witt vectors over k, denoted by W (k), has for base set k ω . The sum ofx = (x 0 , x 1 , · · · ) andȳ = (y 0 , y 1 , · · · ) is given by:
The productx ·ȳ is defined similarly. These operations make W (k) into a commutative ring. The residue map π is simply the projection to the first coordinate. The natural section of the residue map, the so called Teichmüller lift, is defined as follows:
Finally, all the above definitions make sense if we restrict the base-set to k n . One gets then the truncated ring of Witt vectors of length n denoted by W n (k), as well as its Teichmüller map τ n : k → W n (k). Observation 1. (W n (k), +, ·, π) is interpretable in the field (k, +, ·, 1, 0), with base set k n . It is clear that bdn(W n (k)) := κ 1 inp (W n (k)) ≤ κ n inp (k) (we show now that they are in fact equal). Recall that a p-ring is a complete local ring A of maximal ideal pA and perfect residue field A/pA. It is strict if p n = 0 for every n ∈ N. Here are some basic facts about Witt vectors: Note. In the above proof, one can also recover W (k) by considering the coarseningK of K by the convex subgroup Z · 1. Indeed, if we denote by K • the residue field of the coarsening, as K is saturated enough, one has lim
We work now in the following languages:
We kept the notation L even if we added the sorts W n (k). Notice that adding an interpretable sort does not affect the sets of definable sets in the original sorts and by consequence, the burden. Furthermore adding structure can only make the burden grow. Hence, we have:
We cite now the classical theorem of Bélair ([Bé99, Theorem 5.1]).
Fact 5.7. The theory of the valued field K in the language L acω eliminates field-sorted quantifiers.
Notice that in [Bé99] , Bélair doesn't need to assume that the residue field k is perfect. This hypothesis was used when we identified the ring O n := 0/m n with the truncated Witt vectors W n (k). In L acω , the sort W n (k) is a stably embedded sort for every n < ω, as it is ∅-bi-interpretable with (k n , +, ·, p i , i < n), which is a stably embedded sort. Then, it follows that W n (k) doesn't have more structure in L acω and is also stably embedded in the language L. Hence, we actually have an equalities in (4). Similarly, W n (k) is orthogonal to Γ and the burden of Γ is the same in any of the above languages.
bdn L (Γ) = bdn Lac ω (Γ).
We are now able to give a relationship between bdn(RV n ) and bdn(W n (k)).
Proposition 5.8. We have max(bdn L (W n (k)), bdn L (Γ)) ≤ bdn L (RV n ) ≤ bdn L (W n (k)) + bdn L (Γ).
Proof. By 5.6, we have the exact sequence of abelian groups:
The first inequality is clear if one shows that bdn L (W n (k)) = bdn L (W n (k) × ) where W n (k) × is endowed with the induced structure. Let {φ i (x, y i ), (a i,j ) j<ω } i∈λ be an inp-pattern in W n (k), with (a i,j ) i<λ,j<ω mutually indiscernible. Let d |= {φ(x, a i,0 )} i∈λ be a realization of the first column. In the case where d ∈ W n (k) × , there is nothing to do. Otherwise, 1 + d ∈ W n (k) × and {φ i (x − 1, y i ), (a i,j ) j<ω } i∈λ is an inp-pattern in W n (k) ⋆ of depth λ. This concludes the proof of the first inequality.
We work now in L acω , where we interpret (ac n ) n as a compatible sequence of angular components (it exists by ℵ 1 -saturation). Recall that the burden may only increase. Then, the above exact sequences (definably) split in L acω , as we add a section. By the previous discussion, W n (k) × and Γ are orthogonal and stably embedded. We apply now Proposition 1.12: the burden bdn Lac ω (RV Theorem 5.9. Let K = (K, k, Γ) be an unramified mixed characteristic Henselian valued field. Assume the residue field k is perfect. One has bdn(K) = max(ℵ 0 · bdn(k), bdn(Γ)).
Proof. We use the same notation as before in this section. We first show that bdn(K) is at least ℵ 0 · bdn(k). Recall that W n ≃ O n := O/m n is interpretable (with one-dimensional base set O ⊂ K), and so is the projection map χ n,n : W n (k) → k, x = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) → x n . If cf(bdn(k)) > ℵ 0 , there is nothing to do. Assume cf(bdn(k)) < ℵ 0 . We write bdn(k) = sup n<ω λ n with λ n ∈ Card. Let P n (x) be an inp-pattern with |x| = 1 of depth λ n , for every n ∈ ω. Then, the pattern P (x) = ∪ n∈ω P n (χ n,n (x)) is an inp-pattern in K of depth ℵ 0 · bdn(k). One gets:
bdn(K) ≥ max(ℵ 0 · bdn(k), bdn(Γ)).
We now prove that max(ℵ 0 · bdn(k), bdn(Γ)) is an upper bound. Case 1: ℵ 0 · bdn(k) ≥ bdn(Γ). Subcase 1.A: cf(bdn(k)) > ℵ 0 . By Corollary 3.2, bdn(K) = bdn(RV) = sup(κ n inp (k), bdn(Γ)) = bdn(k) = ℵ 0 · bdn(k). We used the submultiplicativity of the burden, which give here κ n inp (k) = κ 1 inp (k) = bdn(k). Subcase 1.B: cf(bdn(k)) ≤ ℵ 0 . Then act(bdn(RV)) = ℵ 0 ·bdn(k). By Corollary 3.2, we have bdn(K) ≤ ℵ 0 · bdn(k). Case 2: bdn(Γ) > ℵ 0 · bdn(k). If bdn(Γ) is in Card, this is clear by Corollary 3.2. Assume bdn(Γ) is of the form λ − for a limit cardinal λ ∈ Card. We work in the language L acω with ac-maps. It is enough to show that λ − is an upper bound for bdn Lac ω (K). Let P (x) = {θ i (x, y i,j ), (c i,j ) j∈Z } i∈λ be an inp-pattern in K of depth λ with |x| = 1 and (c i,j ) i<λ,j∈Z a mutually indiscernible array. Then, by 2.9, one can assume that each formula θ i (x, c i,j ) in P (x) (i ≤ λ, j ∈Z) is of the form θ i (rv n i (x − α 1 i,j ), · · · , rv n i (x − α m i,j ), β i,j ), for some integers n i and m, and where α 1 i,j , · · · , α m i,j ∈ K, β i,j ∈ RV n i andθ i is an RV n i -formula. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we may assume with no restriction that m = 1. As RV n i = W n i (k) × × Γ is the direct product of the orthogonal and stably embedded sorts W n i (k) × and Γ, we may assume θ i (x, c i,j ) is equivalent to a formula of the form
where φ i (x Wn i , a i,j ) is a W n i -formula and ψ i (x Γ , b i,j ) is a Γ-formula. By Claim 3 in Theorem 3.1 (or more precisely, by a generalization of Claim 3 to infinite depth M = λ), one may assume that there is k < λ such that for all i < λ, , val(α k,∞ − α i,0 )}. We can centralize P (x) in a k,∞ , i.e. we can assume that each formula in P (x) is of the form φ i (ac 2n i (x − α k,∞ ), a i,j ) ∧ ψ i (val(x − α k,∞ ), b i,j ) (we add new parameters val(α k,∞ − α i,j ) and ac 2n i (α k,∞ − α i,j ). Notice that once the difference of the valuation is known, ac n i (d − α i,j ) can be computed in terms of ac 2n i (d − α k,∞ ) and ac 2n i (α i,j − α k,∞ )).
Using λ > sup n bdn(W n (k)) and Lemma 1.10, we may assume that
is an inp-pattern in Γ. This is a contradiction. Hence, we have bdn(K) = λ − .
Remark 5.10. Once again, one can generalized to an {Γ, k}-enrichment L e of L. Let K = (K, k, Γ, · · · ) be an enriched unramified mixed characteristic Henselian valued field in L e . Assume the residue field k is perfect. One has bdn(K) = max(ℵ 0 · bdn(k), bdn(Γ), bdn(Σ e )), where Σ e is the set of new sorts in L e \ L.
We end now with examples:
Examples.
(1) Assume k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, and Γ is a Z-group. Then Γ is inp-minimal, i.e. of burden one (as it is quasi-o-minimal), and one has κ n inp (k) = n. By Theorem 5.9, any Henselian mixed characteristic valued field of value group Γ and residue field k has burden ℵ 0 . In particular, the quotient field Q(W (k)) of the Witt vectors W (k) over k is not strong.
